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Abstract

One of the fundamental problems in neurobiological research is to understand how neural circuits generate behaviors in
response to sensory stimuli. Elucidating such neural circuits requires anatomical and functional information about the
neurons that are active during the processing of the sensory information and generation of the respective response, as well as
an identification of the connections between these neurons. With modern imaging techniques, both morphological properties
of individual neurons as well as functional information related to sensory processing, information integration and behavior
can be obtained. Given the resulting information, neurobiologists are faced with the task of identifying the anatomical
structures down to individual neurons that are linked to the studied behavior and the processing of the respective sensory
stimuli. Here, we present a novel interactive tool that assists neurobiologists in the aforementioned task by allowing them to
extract hypothetical neural circuits constrained by anatomical and functional data. Our approach is based on two types of
structural data: brain regions that are anatomically or functionally defined, and morphologies of individual neurons. Both
types of structural data are interlinked and augmented with additional information. The presented tool allows the expert
user to identify neurons using Boolean queries. The interactive formulation of these queries is supported by linked views,
using, among other things, two novel 2D abstractions of neural circuits. The approach was validated in two case studies
investigating the neural basis of vision-based behavioral responses in zebrafish larvae. Despite this particular application,
we believe that the presented tool will be of general interest for exploring hypotheses about neural circuits in other species,
genera and taxa.

1 Introduction

A neural circuit is a network consisting of individ-
ual neurons responsible for storing and processing
information, coordinating motor processes, and con-
trolling other bodily functions. Identifying complete
neural circuits related to a certain function is a com-
plex process which requires segmentation of brain
regions, reconstruction of individual neurons, ideally
including synaptic connections, as well as conducting
experiments that activate these circuits and record
their activity to obtain functional information [1, 2].
To date, dense synaptic connectivity between neu-
rons can only be obtained using electron microscopy
(EM). This, however, requires a huge effort, having
to deal with terabytes of data [3]. Recent advances
in technology [4] provide an alternative approach:
For individual neurons reconstructed with stochastic
labeling techniques, less complete information is ob-
tained than with EM-based reconstructions, but sub-
stantial information about connectivity is provided
that allows researchers to improve their hypotheses
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about circuitry [5].
In order to relate all collected information to each

other, including anatomical substructures and func-
tional information, a 3D atlas [6] can be used. In this
paper, we use an anatomical and functional atlas of
the larval zebrafish brain [7] constructed from light
microscopy data. However, our approach is neither
limited to this species nor to such image data as long
as all necessary data are provided. Specifically, we
need an anatomically defined hierarchical partition-
ing of the brain into regions, a representative set of
reconstructed neurons of different morphology and
type connecting these brain regions, and neuron ac-
tivity data obtained, e.g., in behavioral experiments
with Ca2+ imaging [8] – in addition to stimulus, gene
expression and possibly electrophysiological data.

For such kind of data, we have developed a visual
analysis tool that enables neurobiologists to identify
data-compatible, hypothetical neural circuits responsi-
ble for processing specific sensory information and
generating certain behavior. Data compatibility here
means that the hypothetical neural circuits must be
compatible with the connectivity structure of the
reconstructed neurons. The typical use case is as
follows: with new data at hand, knowledge from the
literature and a set of conceptually possible circuit
models in mind, neurobiologists use the tool to nar-
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Figure 1: A: Graphical illustration of a circuit hypothesis concerning inhibiting escape behavior in larval zebrafish, described in detail
in case study 1 (Sect. 7.3). B: Layers of the optic tectum used in hypothesis 2 of case study 1 (Sect. 7.3). C: Generation of a query for
searching groups of neurons, using the query builder (Sect. 6.1). D: Listing of possible pathways using the pathway browser (Sect. 6.2).
E: 3D viewer showing the morphology of neurons matching the filter criteria (Sect. 6.3). F: Visualization of a neuron circuit using the
circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3).

row down the set of candidate models to a smaller
subset of data-compatible models. Identifying such
hypothetical neuron circuit models is a tedious task.
Most of the existing tools provide minimal interac-
tivity or require complex SQL-like query syntax for
finding specific subsets of neurons. However, writ-
ing SQL queries [9] is a challenge for neurobiolo-
gists. The intuitive visualization of neural circuits
corresponding to selected subsets of neurons is also
very limited in existing tools (e.g., mainly the stan-
dard node-link diagram is used [10]). Therefore, in
this paper, we present a novel interactive tool based
on a structural-functional brain atlas that utilizes in-
teraction and visualization techniques to facilitate
interactive identification of specific neuron subsets
and exploration of their complex relationships. An
application of the tool is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In particular, we make the following contributions:

• A drag-and-drop-based query builder that uses
Boolean operations to identify groups of neurons
as possible constituents of a neural circuit of
interest;

• a linked pathway browser for the visual explo-
ration and refinement of neural pathways de-
fined by the query builder;

• a linked 2D visualization of the constructed neu-
ral circuit using a simplified map of the anatom-
ical brain regions facilitating the understanding
of the neural circuit;

• a linked 3D anatomy viewer that allows the user
to inspect the selected neurons together with the
respective brain regions.

Overall, the proposed tool enables neurobiologists to
interactively explore, modify, and constrain hypothe-
ses about neural circuits based on empirical data. We
demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of the
tool using two real-world case studies (Sect. 7.3 and

Sect. 7.4) and a user survey.

2 Related work

Several tools that support the visual analysis of neu-
ral circuits have been presented. An important dis-
tinction arises from the scale at which connectomes
(i.e., neural wiring diagrams) are analyzed. Nonin-
vasive imaging techniques in human subjects, such
as fMRI and DW-MRI, produce macroscale connec-
tomes, where individual neurons and their branch-
ing structure are not resolved at the cellular level
[11]. Analysis tools and visualization techniques for
macroscale connectomes have been reviewed [12, 13].
At the mesoscale and microscale, where individual
neurons, their branching structure, and possibly their
synaptic connections are studied, a further distinction
can be made on whether the tool mainly supports
the reconstruction of neurons and synaptic connec-
tions from imaging data or whether the focus is on
exploration of a reconstructed network, as is the case
in our application. For a survey on visualization in
high-resolution connectomics, see Beyer et al. [14].
Pastor et al. [15] propose a unified framework for
visual exploration of the brain at all levels of orga-
nization, integrating various specific visualization
tools and displaying information at different levels
of abstraction; see also the cross-scale survey on vi-
sualization in connectomics [16]. In the rest of this
section, we restrict ourselves to visual analysis tools
for connectivity at micro- and mesoscale.

The dataset we used does not contain information
on synaptic connectivity or ultrastructural morpho-
logical features as available in EM-based reconstruc-
tions of neural circuits. Examples for tools in this
category are CATMAID [17] for collaborative recon-
struction of neural circuits from imaging data, Con-
nectomeExplorer [18] for the exploration of neurites
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Figure 2: Overall workflow for uncovering neural circuits – exemplified by circuits controlling movement behavior of larval zebrafish
following visual stimuli. For a complete description of the steps, see Sect. 3; note that for step W2 there is no subfigure here. A: All
major working steps. B: First, a behavior imaging experiment is performed: (left) simplified view of the experimental setup and two
types of stimuli: coherent dot motion stimuli (left purple) and looming stimuli (right, green); (mid) schematic drawing of relevant brain
regions; (right) the activity of neural cells is recorded with Ca2+ imaging in multiple z planes. C: The bodies of active neurons are
segmented and functionally characterized based on their activity curves. D: From a large set of reconstructed neurons, those spatially
closest to the active cells are determined – assuming that with some probability that they belong to the same functional type. E: Based
on all the available information and pre-existing hypotheses about neural circuits, data-compatible circuits are constructed and explored.
F: For the most likely hypothetical circuit, validation steps are performed, such as experimental perturbation.

with their connectional and morphological features
using visual queries, and NeuroLines [19], which
introduced abstracted representations for the branch-
ing topology of neurons. Neuroglancer [20] is a
browser-based application that uses WebGL to dis-
play 3D imaging volumes, meshes, segmentations,
and annotations. Other tools for visualizing connec-
tomes at different scales are the Connectome Viewer
Toolkit [21] and brainrender [22]. In our application
context, connectivity is defined in terms of projec-
tion patterns of neurons (i.e., where their branches
terminate and overlap) and which regions are tra-
versed. To retrieve such information, BrainGazer [23]
supports interactive path queries by drawing free-
hand sketches of a suspected path, which is then
matched against the dataset. NeuroMAP [24] utilizes
abstract circuit diagrams to represent connectivity in
the fly brain. Efficient computation and visualization
of higher-order overlap beyond pairs of neurons has
also been addressed [25, 26]. A tool for visually ana-
lyzing the structural organization principles of neural

circuits at several levels was presented by Dercksen
et al. [27]. Brain network analysis is not restricted to
structural connectivity but may involve multimodal
data, such as gene co-expression patterns in con-
junction with different anatomical parcellations [28],
which can be interactively explored and compared in
tools like BrainTrawler [10] or NeuroVIISAS [29].

Connectivity analyses are frequently performed in
a standardized anatomical model of the species [30],
such as the Allen mouse brain atlas [31]. Examples
of atlas-based visual analysis systems include the Vir-
tual fly brain browser [32] and NeuronNavigator [33],
which allow filtering of neurons by specifying termi-
nal and transit regions. In our case, the underlying
anatomical model is a zebrafish brain atlas [7] that
offers a hybrid 2D/3D approach for visualization
of brain regions, neuron morphologies and neuron
somata. A list of comparable resources for zebrafish,
such as the Larval Standard Brain [34], is provided by
the ZFIN network [35]. Navigation in atlases is often
facilitated by means of hierarchical and ontology-
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based navigation [36]. A recent development is the
integration of neuroinformatic resources and visual
analysis tools in web-based platforms, such as Open
Source Brain [37], EBRAINS [38], and Gepetto [39].
Specific visualization techniques have also been devel-
oped, including the multi-channel Maximum Inten-
sity Difference Accumulation (MIDA) technique in
BrainGazer [23], or perceptually effective techniques
for visualizing filamentous structures traversing vol-
umetric regions [40]. Finally, Ganglberger et al. [41]
presented a Voronoi tessellation and force directed-
based approach for 2D layout of 3D brain graphs.

Important components for data analysis are query
mechanisms and information visualization tech-
niques for representing abstract information, e.g.,
about the hierarchical organization of structural units
and their connectivity. A good overview of hierarchi-
cal visualization techniques is provided by Schulz et
al. [42]. More recent surveys have summarized exist-
ing techniques for the visualization of multivariate
networks [43] and group structures in graphs [44].
Set-based filter queries for neuronal entities have
previously been used in tools like ConnectomeEx-
plorer [18]. However, the intuitive visual representa-
tion of nested filter queries remains subject of ongo-
ing research (see, e.g., QueryVis [45] or DataPlay [46]).
In this respect, an important novelty of the work pre-
sented here is the query builder (Sect. 6.1), which
provides a tree-like representation of the user-defined
filter query, linked to an abstract representation of
the filtered neuronal pathways (Sect. 6.2) and semi-
abstract anatomical views (Sect. 6.3).

3 Overall workflow

Mapping neuronal dynamics and circuit structure
across acquisition modalities remains a challenging
task in systems neuroscience. The presented work-
flow, consisting of six major steps (cf. Fig. 2A), must
therefore generally be further tailored to the specific
problem at hand [47]. We briefly describe all six work-
flow steps to enable a comprehensive understanding.
The focus of our work, however, is on step W5.
W1: Behavioral experiment and Ca2+ imaging. For
zebrafish larvae, imaging of the entire brain is possi-
ble. While the animal is exposed to a stimulus, the
activity of its neurons is recorded with Ca2+ imaging
and its behavior, such as the position of its tail, is
recorded (Fig. 2B). The result are time series reflect-
ing the stimulus information, neural activities, and
behavioral response. Of interest are neurons whose
activity correlates with the stimulus or a behavioral
output. These neurons are referred to as “active”.
W2: Registration of activity maps to the reference
brain. For each individual, all time steps of the seg-

mented time-dependent activity maps are registered
to the brain atlas to relate it to other information.

W3: Functional clustering and activity types. For
each individual and each time step, the bodies of the
active neurons are segmented in the activity maps
(Fig. 2C) and activity curves are derived. Then the
active cells are functionally characterized and clus-
tered, based on correlations between the activities,
the stimulus signals and the output signals. Thereby
the main “functional cell types” are identified. Using
fluorescence imaging on double transgenic fish lines,
the activity type (excitatory vs. inhibitory) can be
inferred from gene expression patterns. The derived
activity type is then associated with spatially nearby
neurons.

W4: Link functional types with reconstructed neu-
rons. In the Ca2+ images, only the cell bodies of the
active neurons are visible; their connectivity is un-
known. In the following, the analysis is therefore
continued with proxies, which originate from a set
of reconstructed neurons that is as representative
as possible. Their morphology and connectivity is
known and stored in a database; and their probable
functional type is inferred from spatially close active
cells that have been functionally classified.

W5: Exploration of hypothetical circuits. In the
preceding steps, the following information has been
gained: A set of neurons that are spatially close to
“active cells” that contribute to the observed behav-
ior. About each of these reconstructed neurons, we
know (1) its 3D position in the reference atlas, (2) its
morphology and putative connectivity, (3) the follow-
ing brain regions: the one in which its cell body is
located, as well as those through which its neurites
pass and in which they terminate, (4) its presumed
functional type , and (5) (sometimes) also its pre-
sumed type of activity (excitatory or inhibitory). The
presumed functional type of a neuron gives an indi-
cation of the specific subfunction of the neural circuit
to which it (more precisely: the nearby active cell for
which it is a proxy) is likely to contribute.

Information (4) and (5), together with the restric-
tions from (2) and (3), provide constraints for circuit
models that may underlie the generation of the be-
havior of interest. This information is incomplete (e.g.,
important neurons may be missing among the active
cells) and it is uncertain (e.g., the connectivity infor-
mation and the functional type). This means that a
particularly extensive and multi-faceted validation
is necessary, after designing a hypothetical circuit.
The subworkflow of this working step is depicted
in Fig. 4: First, the neurobiologist identifies brain
regions of interest w.r.t. functional information. Then
she/he generates queries to find in the database of
reconstructed neurons all those that satisfy prede-
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termined conditions (regions for nucleus, terminals
and transit; more complex pathways through multi-
ple regions). Then the neurobiologist selects specific
subsets from all neurons contained in the hypothet-
ical, preliminary circuit. She/he also visualizes the
selected neurons in the 3D brain atlas. In this way,
the biologist can test, modify, and refine his/her hy-
potheses to finally arrive at the few alternatives that
best fit the data.

W6: Validation of neural circuits. Circuit vali-
dation is an iterative process that requires a series
of experiments and analyses in which modified and
refined hypotheses are tested and increasingly con-
strained by data. For this purpose, numerical simu-
lations of the hypothetical circuits as well as further
physiological experiments (patch clamping, EM, fur-
ther Ca2+ imaging, modified behavioral experiments
and perturbation) are used. In this way, neuroscien-
tists arrive at ever better validated models.

4 Biological data

The model organism we are investigating here is
larval zebrafish (6 days post fertilization) – a small
vertebrate, comprising around 100,000 neurons. It is
capable of performing complex behavior like visually
guided optomotor and escape maneuvers, hunting,
etc. The biological entities (B1-3) used in this pa-
per are obtained from several imaging modalities:
Confocal microscopy was used to define the brain
parcellation (B1); whole-brain fluorescence confocal
imaging [7] was used to obtain gene expression in-
formation (B1); Ca2+ imaging was used [48] for de-
termining neuronal excitability (B2); and stochastic
labeling techniques [49] were used to label single neu-
ron morphologies, but without distinguishing axons
and dendrites (B3).

B1 Parcellation of the brain and related ontology.
The zebrafish brain is divided into structurally and
genetically defined 3D regions resulting from spa-
tial heterogeneity in microscopy images and gene
expression maps. Based on the structural informa-
tion, the zebrafish brain is commonly divided into
six main regions: Forebrain, Midbrain, Hindbrain,
Retina, Ganglia and Spinal Cord. These major re-
gions were further subdivided into 129 brain subre-
gions [7]. In addition, brain regions were derived
from 11 gene expression datasets. They represent
regional clusters where specific genes are expressed,
e.g., gad1b. For each gene, we obtained multiple
clusters. In total, we have 189 such regions, which we
call “gene cluster regions”. We extracted 3D meshes
of the boundaries of these brain regions and stored
them in binary format.

B2 Cell bodies or functional cell bodies. This data

comprises a set of neurons for which information
about neurites, i.e. dendrites and axons, are missing.
These cell bodies can then be functionally classified
as explained in the workflow (Sect. 3, W3). We stored
the cell body information in a CSV file. Users can
also upload their custom CSV files for analysis.

B3 Neuron morphologies. A set of reconstructed
neuron morphologies, including cell body and neu-
rites, that are required (distinction of axons and den-
drites is not necessary) to infer, with some probability,
the morphology and connectivity of nearby neurons.
In this paper, we use approximately 3,000 neurons re-
constructed by Baier and colleagues [4] using light mi-
croscopy with fluorescent reporter transgene BGUG
(Brn3c:Gal4, UAS:GAP43-GFP) labelling. The mor-
phologies of these reconstructed neurons consist of
the cell body and the neurites (dendrites and axons
are not distinguished). Bahl et al. [47] registered all
3,000 neurons to the zebrafish reference brain. The
neuron morphologies are stored in standard SWC
format consisting of a set of connected points. Neu-
rons are extracted on the fly from these files and can
be accessed via hierarchical trees.

The minimal data requirements for using the pre-
sented tool are a list of brain regions with or without
hierarchy and a set of neuron morphologies. Al-
though the circuit generated using minimal data may
be incomplete, it already allows researchers to gain
information about potential circuits. These in turn
can be used to conduct more targeted behavioral
experiments and collect further data that provide
new hypotheses. The building of hypothetical neural
circuits is an iterative refinement process which is
supported by the presented tool.

5 Visual design

5.1 Design considerations

The idea of a tool supporting working step W5 orig-
inated from meetings with neurobiologists who ex-
pressed their concerns about lack of analysis tools
for exploring neural circuits. As result, the domain
experts, consisting of three post-docs and the group
leader, all of whom are co-authors of this work, met
regularly with the visual researchers over a period of
24 weeks. The domain experts provided the neces-
sary domain knowledge and a list of common analy-
sis tasks that neurobiologists would like to perform
semi-automatically. Based on this input, require-
ments were identified (Sect. 5.2) and a prototype
tool was implemented. In the development process,
we used the multilevel-typology-of-visual-tasks ap-
proach [50] to qualitatively analyze the design pro-
cess.
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Figure 3: Design prototype and proposed solution. A: Initial visual interface for specifying query expressions. B: First prototype
for displaying the constructed neural circuit as abstract 2D graph. C: Anatomical units and their abstract representation. D: New
query builder (Sect. 6.1) for interactive query building. E: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3) for intuitive visualization of neural circuits.

Our first aim was to map functional information
about cell bodies and related data onto hierarchical
brain regions and to enable a quick perception of the
data. Such a mapping allows neurobiologists to find
interesting brain regions which may play a role in
a neural circuit. Trees and tree maps represent one
common way to support the quick perception of cell
body distributions across brain regions. We decided
to use a tree map [51] because of its compactness and
its ability to scale well with hierarchical regions.

Neurobiologists often use node-link diagrams to
represent neural circuits. Here, nodes are generally
brain regions or functional units which are special-
ized in performing certain tasks or portions of tasks.
Therefore, our first prototype for exploring neural
circuits was a query editor for writing expressions
(Fig. 3A) along with an abstract 2d node-link diagram
(Fig. 3B). In this prototype, nodes represent brain re-
gions and are visually encoded as circles. An edge
between two nodes represents a relation between two
regions. However, this approach provided no spatial
information to the user and could lead to visual clut-
ter when many pathways exist. Neurobiologists also
had difficulties in writing query expressions as this
can easily get complex. These limitations motivated
us to develop a novel 2d visualization and intuitive
ways for specifying queries graphically.

In particular, we needed a semi-abstract anatomi-
cal embedding of the node-link diagram, similar to
what our domain experts would use when sketching
on paper. The resulting circuit viewer (Fig. 6) shows
in its default configuration an outline of the zebrafish
brain obtained by projecting brain region boundaries
and anatomical landmarks (shaded areas) from dif-
ferent imaging layers into a common plane [41]. In
addition, we add further visual queues to the back-
ground and use spline curves for connecting brain
regions. To cope with the large number of possible
pathways that can result even from a neuron query

with few brain regions, we designed the pathway
browser (Fig. 6C,F), which uses simple aggregation
glyphs to reduce the number of pathways and con-
tour overlays to highlight selected items.

5.2 Task analysis

Prior to developing the tool, our team of visual data
analysts and neurobiologists identified the following
domain goals, requirements and corresponding tasks.

Domain goals The main goal of neurobiologists is
to explore hypotheses about neural circuits, in par-
ticular their connectivity structure. For workflow
step W5, which is the focus of this work, two sub-
goals can be recognized: (1) Identification of subsets
of the neurons building hypothetical neural circuits
that are in accordance with biological hypotheses;
(2) Exploration of selected neurons from (1) and their
projection preferences.

An example of (1) is the analysis of neurons in-
volved in inhibiting escape response (Sect. 7.3). An
example of (2) is identifying where the axon of a
specific neuron connects to the other neurons.

Domain-driven tasks To support the above men-
tioned subgoals, the following tasks were identified:

T1 Select brain regions. To identify brain regions
of interest, users need to get a quick overview of spe-
cific neurons per brain region, especially functional
information derived from activity maps of active neu-
rons.

T2 Select neuron subsets. Given several selected
brain regions, domain users want to identify neurons
that are located in certain regions, connect regions,
or traverse regions. The task is therefore to develop a
simple, intuitive tool that allows users to focus on the
data and removes the burden to write complicated
query expressions.

T3 Pathway analysis. Identifying neuron connec-
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Figure 4: Exploration of hypothetical circuits (corresponding to working step W5 in the overall workflow, Fig. 2A): A: Functionally
interesting brain regions are identified using the region finder (cf. Sect. 6.1). B left: A hypothetical circuit is generated using the query
builder (cf. Sect. 6.1) and (B mid and right) visualized using the circuit viewer (cf. Sect. 6.3). C: All neurons contained in the circuit
are then passed to the neuron browser (cf. Sect. 6.2). D: Selected neurons and anatomical context are visualized in the anatomical
viewer (cf. Sect. 6.3).

tions between brain regions requires visualizations
that give users a quick overview of the pathways
between brain regions. Multiple pathways or parallel
neural circuit models might exist that are responsi-
ble for different behaviors. Thus, a tool is needed
that allows users to explore all possible pathways
and narrow them down based on further information
including connection strength and expertise.

T4 Connectivity analysis. Once brain regions and
interesting neurons between these have been iden-
tified, it is important to build neural circuits that
might be responsible for transforming sensory in-
formation into behavioral responses. For example,
what connections does the axon of a specific neuron
have with dendrites of other neurons? In our case,
users will use presumed connectivity information
since synapse information is missing. Key for all
these tasks is interactive exploration, enabling users
to combine the domain expert knowledge with the
observed data.

5.3 Scalability challenges

Our aim is to build a scalable platform that allows
users to explore and navigate reconstructed neu-
ron morphologies, perspectively even for large EM
datasets with many neurons. With this aim, we face
the following scalability challenges:

S1 Number of neuron morphologies. Our current

dataset is small, consisting of only 3,000 morpholo-
gies reconstructed from light microscopy data. This
is about 3% of the total neurons present. Our collabo-
rators are constantly working on segmenting neurons
using EM datasets. In the next few years, this data
will become available and we will have to deal with
approximately 100,000 neurons.

S2 Number of pathways. The number of com-
binatorially possible pathways increases exponen-
tially with the number of brain regions, so that it
would quickly become impossible for users to navi-
gate through a list enumerating all such pathways to
test their hypotheses.

Our main approach to addressing these scalability
challenges, which also guides the design of the vi-
sual components discussed in the next section, is as
follows:

To ensure that our platform can handle large num-
bers of neuron morphologies (S1) we created syn-
thetic test data and used technical means such as
server-side pagination of query results (Sect. 7.1) to
verify that our system meets this requirement.

The second challenge (S2) is more principled, as
the exponential growth in the number of potential
pathways cannot be compensated by performance im-
provements. We address this with a two-staged filter
process realized through the Query builder (Sect. 6.1)
and the Pathway browser (Sect. 6.2). The Query builder
enables the user to define a coarse selection of poten-
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Figure 5: Query builder. A: Set operators, filter predicates, and
biological entities (left tree) are used to construct a filter query
(right tree). B: In our application, filter predicates describe spatial
attributes of neurons in relation to regions. The user builds a
query by dragging operators, spatial predicates and regions into
the query tree.

tial pathways based on regions of interest pertaining
to the hypothesis about the neural circuit and various
filter predicates. The resulting pathways are then dis-
played in the Pathway browser, sorted by their actual
support in the dataset (i.e., the number of neurons
compatible with the pathway). The Pathway browser
enables selection of single pathways for display and
features aggregation symbols so that families of simi-
lar pathways can be collapsed (Fig. 6E).

6 Visual components

The development of the neural circuits explorer and
its visual components was motivated by the need to
link the given anatomical and morphological data
with functional data to support the identification of
data-compatible neural circuits. As result, a three-
step process was implemented, reflected by the three
tool panels: (1) Query panel; (2) Selection panel; and
(3) Viewer panel. Each of the panels comprises several
tools. The Query panel (Sect. 6.1) supports the intu-
itive, interactive building of a user query that selects
a set of neurons and a corresponding set of path-
ways. This pre-selection of neurons and pathways
can be further refined in the Selection panel (Sect. 6.2),
resulting in a final set of neurons that build or are
part of the hypothetical neural circuit we are looking
for. This neural circuit can then be visualized in the
Viewer panel (Sect. 6.3) using different visualization
tools.

6.1 Query panel

Query builder The main component of the Query
panel is the Query builder (B1-3, T2). It allows the user
to extract subsets of neurons with certain attributes
from a neuron database. Technically speaking, it
enables the user to create complex database queries
interactively by simply dragging items and select-
ing operators. It consists of two juxtaposed trees as

shown in Fig. 4B (left) and in Fig. 5. The left tree
contains all components that are needed to build a
circuit query, including Set operators, Filter predicates,
a list of Bookmarks containing special brain regions,
and a subtree with all brain Regions in the predefined
parcellation. Fig. 3C shows the filter predicates along
with an anatomical depiction and the visual abstrac-
tions used in the proposed tool. The right tree is a
representation of the nested Filter query which pro-
duces a filtered set of neurons that realize the neural
circuit.

The user builds the query by dragging & drop-
ping elements from the left tree into the query tree
(Fig. 5B). Leaf nodes in the query tree are regions
or filter predicates attached to regions. A region
node without predicates returns all neurons that
can be associated with the region in both hemi-
spheres. Predicates (e.g., ‘soma in’ and ‘left hemi-
sphere’, c.f. Fig. 6A,D) filter the set of neurons re-
turned by a region node. Set operators (e.g., union, in-
tersect) are intermediate nodes (except for the query
root node), processing the results of their respective
child nodes (Fig. 5). On user changes, the query tree
is reevaluated recursively and the numbers of neu-
rons that match the filter query are displayed at each
node/subquery. This gives an immediate feedback
as to how useful the query is, i.e., whether it can lead
to the desired neural circuit and which subqueries re-
turn no results. Any modifications of the filter query
will be immediately passed on to the other panels,
where the possible neuronal pathways and the result-
ing circuit will be visualized; c.f. Fig. 6B,C,E-G.

Subqueries in the query tree can be collapsed and
expanded as needed, i.e. the corresponding visual
elements are hidden or visible to the user (S2). This
is indicated by the highlighted red and green boxes
of the filter query shown in Fig. 6A. While the sub-
queries are expanded in Fig. 6A, they are collapsed
in Fig. 6D. Selecting as well as collapsing/expanding
of subqueries will also influence the visualization of
the pathways and the circuit, as will be described in
later.

Region finder The Region finder can be used to iden-
tify brain regions of interest in terms of functional
information (B1-2, T1). The component consists of
several sub-components (Fig. 4A) including a hierar-
chical treemap and bar/pie chart views. The hierar-
chical tree map provides an overview of the spatial
distribution of how neuron populations are spatially
distributed across brain regions defined in the onto-
logical hierarchy. To avoid visual clutter, abbreviated
region names are displayed by default; the full name
becomes visible when the user hovers over a par-
ticular cell of the tree map. Selections can be done
on different levels of the anatomical hierarchy. The
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Figure 6: Visual components (Sect. 6). A: Query builder (Sect. 6.1), showing the example query; the selected sub-queries are highlighted
by green and orange bounding boxes, respectively. B: Pathway browser (Sect. 6.2), displaying the list of possible connections realizing
the example query. C: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3), showing the realized neural circuits and regions corresponding to selected sub-queries
enclosed by an envelope. The thickness of the blue connections encodes to number of neurons. D: Query builder (Sect. 6.1), showing the
collapsed sub-queries. E: Pathway browser (Sect. 6.2), displaying the list of partially aggregated pathways. F: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3),
showing the pathways as partially aggregated edges. G: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3), depicting two different selection modes for partially
aggregated pathways. In the default mode, the links to all regions in the corresponding set are shown, e.g., pathways in the right
hemisphere. Alternatively, an aggregated representation of pathways, e.g., the red line leading to the orange region, is displayed as an
aggregated edge.

selected brain regions can be added as bookmarks
to the Query builder (Sect.6.1) for further processing.
The bar/pie chart views allow the user to visualize
and compare the distributions of cell types across se-
lected regions. On hovering over the bars or pies, the
exact proportion of the cell type in the brain region
is displayed. Bar charts are the default; alternatively,
pie charts are available for visualizing a large number
of cell types.

6.2 Selection panel

Pathway browser The neuron Pathway brow-
ser (Fig. 6C,F,G) shows the list of all possible path-
ways related to the current query sorted by the
number of neurons in the pathways. Examples of
pathways together with their generating queries are
shown in Fig. 6B,C. Each region is represented as a
circle. Left and right portion of the circle are colored
based on its anatomical location, i.e., left or right
hemisphere. The users can select/deselect all paths,
or single paths by clicking on them. The selected
edges will be drawn as black lines. Only the selected
paths will be shown in the Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3,
Fig. 6B).

If a set operation is selected in the hierarchical
Query builder, paths will be enclosed by an envelope
in the Pathway browser as well as in the Circuit viewer,
see, e.g., the green region in Fig. 6B,C. The back-
ground color of the collapsed paths has the same
color as the polygon in the Circuit viewer. If a set
operation is collapsed, paths will also be collapsed
in both views, see, e.g., green region in Fig. 6B,E. Ag-
gregated regions in the pathways will be shown as
colored pies in the pathway browser, preserving the

location in the left and right hemisphere (Fig. 6E,G).
For example, the first four pathways in Fig. 6C are
partially based on the subquery highlighted in green
(Fig. 6A). In Fig. 6D, the subquery is collapsed and,
hence, the corresponding pathways at the bottom
are also partially aggregated (Fig. 6E). When the user
selects an aggregated node, by default, the links to all
regions in the corresponding set are shown; however,
it can also be displayed as an aggregated edge, see,
for example, the red line leading to the orange region
in Fig. 6H.

Neuron browser The Neuron browser (Fig. 4C) al-
lows the user to select individual neurons to be dis-
played in the 2D and 3D viewers (Sect.6.3). It con-
tains the list of neurons that match the filter criteria
of active edges in the Pathway browser and the Cir-
cuit viewer. In addition, it shows meta-information
about each reconstructed neuron, e.g., soma location,
morphological type, and spatial extent across brain
regions.

6.3 Viewer panel

Circuit viewer The Circuit viewer is central for un-
derstanding the generated queries and supports the
interactive exploration as well as the refinement of
the query in many different ways (B1-3, T3). It pro-
vides an intuitive visualization of the built neural
circuit, see, e.g., Fig 6C,F,G.

The map of this view is based on the real anatomy
of a zebrafish larva. In addition to the outlines of the
fish larva, some higher-level regions are highlighted
in gray to give the user more precise positional in-
formation. The component is generic and any other
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Figure 7: Slice view: Functionality of the slice view (Sect. 6.3) is to give neurobiologists an idea how the locations of the circuit nodes
change along the z-direction with changing anatomy.

base anatomy can be loaded. In the Circuit viewer,
each brain region is represented by a filled circle that
has the same (user-definable) color as in the Query
builder. A list of possible anatomical locations, where
a node representing the region could be placed, is
precomputed. To distinguish between left and right
hemisphere, we need two locations per brain region.
By default, nodes will be placed at the centroid of
the region. If the centroid is already in use, another
nearby location is selected from the precomputed list.
Connections between nodes are drawn using spline
curves. An arrow at the end of the curve indicates
the ‘terminates in’ relation. The ‘soma in’ relation is
not visualized but the ‘transits’ relation is, using a
dark ring around the node. Width and color of con-
nections can be changed interactively. The width can
also be scaled according to the number of neurons,
if desired by the user (blue connections in Fig. 6C).
Nodes can also be moved interactively to any prefer-
able location; corresponding links will automatically
follow.

The viewer comes in two flavors. In the default,
the anatomical outlines are generated by projecting
the zebrafish larva into the plane. Alternatively (see
Fig. 7), a slice-based representation of the zebrafish
and the precomputed locations for each region can be
used. The main purpose of this view is to give neu-
robiologists an idea how the locations of the circuit
nodes change along the z-direction with changing
anatomy. Note that this option shows cross-sections
of the anatomy while the default option shows its
maximum projection.

2D and 3D viewer The 2D and 3D viewers allow
the user to display selected brain regions, cell bod-

ies and cell morphologies in 2D and 3D to support
the visual exploration of a neural circuit (B1, B3, T4;
Fig. 1F; Fig. 4D). Visualization of multi-channel data
is also supported, allowing users to render multi-
ple image datasets in the viewers as separate color
channels, e.g., gad1b expression (red), vglut2a expres-
sion (green), and the reference brain anatomy (blue),
respectively.

6.4 Implementation

The visual analysis tool has been integrated into
a web-based zebrafish atlas [52]. The implementa-
tion of the Query builder is based on react-complex-
tree [53]. Bar and pie graphs make use of Vega and
Vega-Lite [54], a declarative grammar to generate
interactive charts. The Circuit viewer and the Path-
way browser are implemented as custom modules
using functionality from D3.js [55]. The 2D and 3D
anatomical viewers are based on Babylon.js [56]. The
backend routines are implemented in Python using
gunicorn [57] as web server. The filter query is also
implemented in Python, supporting all valid set op-
erations (union: ∪, intersection: ∩, difference: \,
symmetric difference: ∧). Offline precomputation
and caching mechanisms are applied to handle spa-
tial relations, e.g., ‘transits’, ‘terminates in’, for large
neuron networks.The data component for storing
the anatomical image stacks, brain region meshes,
and cell morphology data is based on the MinIO file
server, and on MongoDB.
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Figure 8: Elementary case study (Sect. 7.2). A: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3) showing the forebrain nodes in the left and right hemisphere.
B: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3) showing the forebrain and midbrain nodes in the left and right hemisphere; pathway browser (Sect. 6.2)
showing the list of possible connections between forebrain and midbrain. C: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3) displaying the forebrain, midbrain
and hindbrain nodes in the left and right hemisphere; listing of possible and selected pathways using the pathway browser (Sect. 6.2).

7 Evaluation and case studies

We tested the visual interface using two case studies
that seek to experimentally link brain-wide functional
imaging data and behavior in a six-days post-ferti-
lization larval zebrafish. The first study identified
populations of neurons that responded during visual
looming stimulation. In the second case study, the
neural bases of sensorimotor decision making were
investigated in the context of a movement integration
task. We performed case studies in a complementary
fashion. In the first use case (Sect. 7.3), we started
with the existing circuits and found an interesting
set of neurons and regions. In the second use-case
(Sect. 7.4), we assume that the circuit is unknown and
show how neurobiologists propose a circuit, given
functional cell bodies, by obtaining a basic idea of
connections between regions. The case studies were
conducted jointly by three neurobiologists (all post-
docs) and a developer of the tool via screen sharing.

7.1 Scalability evaluation

In order to evaluate the scalability of our platform,
we developed a simple neuron simulator using exist-
ing brain parcellations, cell types and neuron mor-
phologies. The simulator has two modes for creating
neurons, one using brain parcellations and the other
using cell types. In the first mode, the simulator
selects a random brain region and then randomly
selects a neuron from the set of neurons that have
their soma in the selected brain region. The selected
neuron is then spatially translated to a new neigh-
borhood. This is repeated until the desired number
of neurons has been created. In the second mode,
the neuron simulator repeatedly selects a random
cell type and randomly picks a neuron from the set
of neurons of that cell type. Using this simulator,
we generated two synthetic datasets with 10,000 and

50,000 neurons for each mode.
Applying queries to these data sets was instanta-

neous and smooth. The rendering of pathways and
neuron morphologies was also smooth and interac-
tive. The neuron browser automatically switches to
server-side pagination mode if the number of neu-
rons matching the query exceeds more than 1,000
and renders only the current page with a maximum
of 500 neurons. A hypothetical neural circuit related
to certain behavior generally consists of fewer than
100 neurons; the rendering capacity of our 3D viewer
is much higher. The 3D viewer interactively ren-
dered 1,500 neurons, consisting of more than 32,000
neurites.

The time for preprocessing the model with 50,000
neurons was less than 120 minutes on a standard
PC with 32 GB memory and an Intel I7 processor.
The preprocessed data can be fully loaded into the
main memory (ca. 250 MB for the dataset with 50,000
neurons).

7.2 Elementary case study

This case study demonstrates a simple query oper-
ation and how the corresponding neuron pathways
are generated. The case study was performed using
a simulated dataset with 50,000 neurons with three
large regions, i.e. forebrain, midbrain and hindbrain,
for performing query operations. The exact query
is to “filter subsets of neurons having their somas
in the Forebrain, transit through the Midbrain, and
terminate in Hindbrain”. We started by dragging the
‘intersect’ operator and the ‘Forebrain’ region into
the filter query component (Fig. 8A). By default, it
shows the number of neurons for both the left and
right hemisphere. Next, we dragged the Midbrain
and applied the filter predicate ‘soma in’ to Forebrain
and ‘transits’ to Midbrain, respectively (Fig. 8B). In
the following, we use abbreviations for neuronal con-
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nections between brain regions, where F, M, and H
stand for forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain, and
l and r stand for left and right, respectively. The
pathway browser (Fig. 8B) shows four possible con-
nections, i.e. Fl → Ml, Fl → Mr, Fr → Ml, and Fr →
Mr. Finally, we dragged ‘Hindbrain’ into the query
component and applied the ‘terminates in’ predicate
(Fig. 8C). The recomputed neuron pathways show
eight possible connections (Fig. 8C) sorted by the
number of neurons, i.e. Fl → Ml → Hl, Fl → Ml →
Hr, Fl → Mr → Hl, Fl → Mr → Hr, Fr → Ml → Hl,
Fr → Ml → Hr, Fr → Mr → Hl, and Fr → Mr → Hr.
The drag-and-drop interaction to create this query is
also shown in the accompanying video.

7.3 Case study 1: Analysis of neuron
populations involved in inhibiting escape
response

This case study utilizes data from experiments de-
signed to find network elements that inhibit escape
to non-threatening, i.e., dimming stimuli. An object
approaching on a collision course was simulated by a
dimming disk on a light background and presented
to the animal from the side, while the behavior of
the animal was monitored. For a more detailed un-
derstanding, the experts also performed 2-photon
whole-brain functional imaging during the experi-
ment. This identified distinct populations of neurons
tuned to different aspects of the stimulus, e.g., expan-
sion or luminance, as well as to motor behavior [59].

Mauthner neurons (also known as motor command
neurons), located in rhombomere 4 of the hindbrain,
are known for triggering escape response [58]. The
question is, whether the information about the dim-
ming aspect of stimulus is in fact relayed to the down-
stream motor networks, and whether the dimming
pathway is part of an inhibitory network that stops
Mauthner cells from firing. In fact, both dimming
and looming pathways have been identified to leave
the tectum and project to downstream networks [49].
More precisely, what is the neuronal circuitry respon-
sible for relaying this information and which brain
regions are involved in this? There are two competing
hypotheses about the circuit. Hypothesis 1: There
are neurons that go from the optic tectum to the cau-
dal hypothalamus and connect with dopaminergic
neurons, which then project to and excite glycinergic
clusters [58] that in turn connect to the Mauthner
cells (Fig. 9A). Hypothesis 2: There are neurons that
go from the optic tectum directly to glycinergic neu-
rons, which in turn connect to the Mauthner cells
(Fig. 1A).

To test hypothesis 1 (Fig. 9), the experts first
searched the subset of neurons projecting from the

optic tectum (with subregions Stratum Periventric-
ulare and Neuropil, located in the midbrain) to the
caudal hypothalamus by interactively selecting the
regions with the query builder and combining them
with appropriate union and intersection operators,
followed by applying filter predicates ‘soma in’ to
’Optic Tectum’ and ‘transits’ to ‘Caudal Hypothala-
mus’, respectively (Fig. 9B). In this way, the experts
were able to find three such neurons (Fig. 9B,F). Next,
the experts performed a query operation (Fig. 9E)
searching for neurons that project from the caudal
hypothalamus to any of 10 glycinergic interneuron
clusters that are located next to the Mauthner cell in
the hindbrain (Fig. 9D) and inhibit escape response.
No neuron matching this query could be found, see
red box in Fig. 9E. Then, they looked for neurons
that make connections from any of these 10 glycin-
ergic interneuron clusters to the Mauthner cell re-
gion. In total, 47 such neurons were found (see
supp. video) and the most interesting glycinergic
clusters, i.e., with neurons transiting through these
regions and projecting to the Mauthner region, are
clusters 1, 3 and 6 (Fig. 9G). Overall, this first hy-
pothesis looks promising and several connections are
narrowed down using our tool. However, further
experiments are required to find connections from
caudal hypothalamus to potentially involved glycin-
ergic interneuron clusters.

To test hypothesis 2 (Fig. 1), the experts tried to
find neurons that pass through any of the tectal layers,
which cover large portions of the Stratum Periven-
triculare and Neuropil [60], e.g., SO 1-2, SFGS 1-2
(Fig. 1B), have their soma in the midbrain, transit
through the medial tegmentum and terminate in the
caudal hindbrain (Fig. 1C-F). The experts were able
to find five such neurons as shown in the anatomical
viewer (Fig. 1E). Next, they searched for neurons that
transit through or terminate in glycinergic interneu-
ron clusters or the caudal hypothalamus, located
in the forebrain. There is one such neuron in the
left hemisphere that passes through the caudal hind-
brain but does not make connections with glycinergic
interneuron cluster sites. While performing the anal-
ysis on the right hemisphere, we found that there are
two neurons that make connections with glycinergic
interneuron cluster 9 but do not transit through the
caudal hypothalamus. Furthermore, there are neu-
rons from the glycinergic interneuron cluster 9 that
make connections with the Mauthner cells.

As result of the above analyses, we obtained a list
of potential glycinergic interneuron clusters being
involved in the inhibition of escape response. These
findings including the identified functional cell bod-
ies will be reported in more detail in a neurobiology
journal. Regarding the tested hypotheses, hypothesis
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Figure 9: A: Graphical illustration of the circuit hypothesis regarding the inhibiting escape behavior, proposed by Yao et al. [58],
described in more detail in case study 2 (Sect. 7.3). B: Query builder (Sect. 6.1); C: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3); D: 3D visualization
of glycinergic interneuron clusters that are located next to Mauthner cell region. E: Example of a query, described in Sect. 7.3. The
number of neurons satisfying each subquery are displayed with a subquery returning no results (red box); F: 3D view revealing the
connectivity of neurons that have their soma in the stratum periventriculare and pass through the caudal hypothalamus; G: 3D view
revealing the connectivity of neurons transiting through glycinergic interneuron clusters and projecting to the Mauthner region.

2 seems more likely since when testing hypothesis
1, we could not find any connections from caudal
hypothalamus to potentially involved glycinergic in-
terneuron clusters. However, as this might be due to
missing data, it will be subject to further investiga-
tion.

7.4 Case study 2: Analysis of neuron
populations involved in the integration of
visual motion cues

This case study examines the optomotor reflex, which
causes many animals to orient toward a visual motion
stimulus and is thought to be important for compen-
sating the involuntary drift in flowing streams. In
this behavioral experiment, the animal was presented
with a coherent dot stimulus of approx. 1000 dots
projected from below in a circular arena. The dots
are presented at 4 different coherence levels, i.e. 0%,
25%, 50%, and 100%, either moving left- or right-
wards relative to the body orientation of the fish. The
coherence level means that a certain fraction of dots
moves coherently in one direction, while the remain-

ing dots stochastically disappear and reappear at
random locations in the arena. This type of stimulus
makes it more difficult for the animal to determine
the correct motion direction and requires the brain
to integrate information over time. To link these
behavioral observations to neural dynamics, the ex-
perts used 2-photon whole-brain functional imaging
to search for direction-selective neurons with slow
time constants. They found such neurons in several
parts of the brain, with the highest density in the
anterior hindbrain. Using these data, the experts
then created data-compatible, hypothetical neural cir-
cuits that could mimic the observed dynamics within
– and across – the identified brain regions. Many
open questions remain, such as what the neurotrans-
mitter identity of the identified cells is, how their
precise anatomy looks like, or which neurons may be
connected.

Using the proposed framework, the experts started
by analyzing the spatial distribution of cell bodies
across brain regions by selecting regions in the hierar-
chical tree map view of the region finder, as shown in
Fig. 10A and B. Several regions of interest were found
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Figure 10: A: As first step, the user identifies brain regions of interest using the tree map view. The selected cells are highlighted in red
and the name of a brain region appears when hovering over a cell. B: The functional cell type compositions of regions selected in the tree
map are shown in bar charts. C: User query, showing the selection of anterior hindbrain as group entity. D: Circuit viewer (Sect. 6.3)
showing the anterior hindbrain region nodes in the right hemisphere and the list of possible paths connecting with torus longitudinalis.
E: User query for finding the contralateral projecting neurons from midbrain oxytocin cluster to anterior hindbrain; F: Display of
all possible contralateral projections from the midbrain oxytocin cluster; the widths of the projected links are automatically adjusted
according to neuron distributions; the path with the highest number of projection is shown in green. G: 3D view showing neurons
passing through the anterior hindbrain cluster and torus longitudinalis. Somata of these neurons are in the pretectum. Next, the
neurons passing through the midbrain oxytocin cluster and making contralateral projections in anterior hindbrain regions are shown;
graphical depiction of visual motion cues circuit.

by exploring the hierarchy of regions, cell types and
spatial information: telencephalon vglut2 rind, dien-
cephalon left and right habenula vglut2 cluster (in the
forebrain), torus longitudinalis, pretectum, oxytocin
cluster (in the midbrain) and gad1b cluster1-2, vg-
lut cluster1, gad1b enriched area and olig2 enriched
area (in the hindbrain). This confirms results that the
expert had found before [47].

The expert started with a query operation for
which he had a hypothesis in mind but had never
seen such connections: select all neurons that transit
through torus longitudinalis, that make connections
in anterior hindbrain areas (i.e. gad1b cluster1-2, vg-
lut cluster1), as shown in Fig. 10C,D. Closer inspec-
tion of these neurons revealed that their somata are
located in the Pretectum (Fig. 10G). This query fil-
tered out two neurons, the morphology of which is
shown in Fig. 10G. They reveal an interesting connec-
tion pattern between these three regions. Next, the
expert performed a query operation to explore neu-
rons that branch out in a midbrain oxytocin-like clus-
ter and connect to the anterior hindbrain. The query
shown in Fig. 10E filters out these neurons. Finally,

the expert performed a query for all neurons with
somata in anterior hindbrain. These neurons branch
out in several other regions, e.g. hindbrain gad1b
cluster1 and have contralateral projections. Based on
the above analysis, the expert narrowed down aspects
of the hypothesis about the neural circuit responsible
for decision making in the larval zebrafish brain, gain-
ing the basic idea about involved input and output
connections between neuronal populations. Specifi-
cally, the information obtained about potential local
and long-range connections could be used to pos-
tulate a densely interconnected circuit motif with
interhemispheric interactions. Such a network model
could implement the empirically observed slow cir-
cuit dynamics and also predict behavioral decisions.

7.5 User survey

In order to obtain qualitative feedback and further im-
prove the tool, we conducted a user study. We invited
participants from the fields of neuroscience, computa-
tional neuroscience, and data science/visualization.

In the survey, we asked the participants to watch
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Figure 11: Survey responses of the participants (9 from data
science/visualization, 7 from neuroscience).

a 9:16 min long video introducing the tool (see Sup-
plementary Material) and encouraged them to read
the questionnaire before watching the video. Addi-
tionally, we provided an online link to interactively
explore the tool. The questionnaire’s first part concen-
trated on a few generic questions regarding gender,
what best describes their field of work (neuroscience,
visualization, computer/data science, other), their
lab affiliation (Engert lab, Baum lab, other) and their
current role (principal investigator, postdoc, PhD can-
didate, other). Next, we asked the participants to
rate the following questions using a 5-item Likert
scale [61] (from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly
agree, or from (1) very unlikely to (5) very likely). The
questions underlying the ratings were: Q1: Overall,
the tool was easy to use; Q2: The query panel function-
ality (i.e., drag and drop) was easy to use and the query
builder components (i.e., set operators, filter predicates,
and biological entities) provided in the panel are appro-
priate; Q3: The pathway browser would make it easier to
explore pathways and filter neurons of interest; Q4: The
circuit viewer provides an intuitive visualization of the
built neural circuit; Q5: The tool itself and/or the proposed
interactive way to create queries could be of interest in my
own ongoing research, if the necessary changes were made.
Finally, we asked the participants two optional ques-
tions with free textual response: Q6: What changes
would be required to make the tool more appealing for your
own work?; Q7: What new features in the tool would you
like to see in the future?

In total, 16 users participated in the survey of
whom 9 were data science/visual researchers and
7 potential users from neuroscience. 11 participants
were male, 4 were female, and 1 preferred not to
say. Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 were rated positive by all
participants (Fig. 11). The response for question Q5
was mixed: the tool was rated positively by all neu-
robiologists (Fig. 11), but the data scientists were
(unsurprisingly) not sure whether it could help them
in their research. Nevertheless, one data scientist,
who works on semiconductor wafers, wrote: “The
tool would be helpful for my work if the query panel

would allow me to filter wafers of interest based
on defects and metrological properties”. One of the
neurobiologists suggested changing the “filter pred-
icates” heading with a heading based on biological
meaning. Another neurobiologist suggested using
biological meanings for the “union and intersect” op-
erators. The response for Q7 was also positive and
several features were requested by the participants,
e.g., “Orthogonal views in the circuit viewer as mul-
tiple regions are overlapping when the fish is seen
from the top.”, “Drag and Drop is great but I abso-
lutely like keyboard shortcuts and I think at least
deleting items in the query should be there.” Other
requested features included help pages and support
for all browsers.

8 Conclusion

Neuroscience is faced with a vast and ever-growing
amount of information about individual neurons,
their morphological, genetic and functional types,
and their connections. We presented a visual analy-
sis tool that allows neuroscientists to quickly extract
those pieces of information that are relevant to their
research questions. In particular, the tool supports
the advancement of hypotheses about neural circuits: it en-
ables neuroscientists to evaluate existing hypotheses,
expand incomplete ones, refine coarse ones, constrain
and narrow down vague ones and, based on previ-
ously unknown information, develop entirely new
ones.

The web-based tool is built into a 3D brain atlas
that provides all relevant spatial information and
additional information related to spatial entities to
interactively generate data-compatible neural circuits.
It is unique in combining a fully interactive hierarchi-
cal filter query editor with the real-time visualization
of all resulting pathways, which can be interactively
explored in a novel 2D visualization that is based on
the anatomical map of the zebrafish, which greatly
supports the understanding of the built neural cir-
cuit. The additional pathway view allows an easy
selection and highlighting of important pathways
which helps the user to keep an overview of the neu-
ronal circuit that can become quite complicated. The
filtered neurons can be further analyzed by linking
them to additional views, including a 3D anatomical
viewer that shows selected brain regions and neurons.
Scalability was demonstrated using a large synthetic
dataset that approximates the properties of large ex-
perimental datasets that will become available soon.
However, transitioning to dense EM connectomes
with synaptic connectivity information would likely
necessitate the integration of fast subgraph enumera-
tion algorithms [62]. As this scalability requirement
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was not immediate, we leave it to future work.
The practical applicability of the tool was con-

firmed in a qualitative user survey and two case
studies, elucidating neural circuits of the zebrafish
larva that are responsible for the transformation of
(visual) sensory information into a (motor) response.
It is now being used in current brain research to
generate, test and constrain ideas about how circuits
are implemented in the fish brain. Future work will
include generalizations that increase the range of ap-
plications in neuroscience and, for example, require
support of further filter predicates. Currently, filter
predicates are pre-defined. Support for user-defined
predicates, based on, e.g., functional data, would ex-
pand the functionality considerably. Although the
presented 2D visualization is favorable for interactive
exploration, an additional representation of (possi-
bly simplified) neural circuits in 3D could further
improve understanding.
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